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Abstract
The characteristic identity formalism discussed in our recent articles is further
utilized to derive matrix elements of type 2 unitary irreducible gl(m|n) modules. In
particular, we give matrix element formulae for all gl(m|n) generators, including the
non-elementary generators, together with their phases on finite dimensional type 2
unitary irreducible representations. Remarkably, we find that the type 2 unitary
matrix element equations coincide with the type 1 unitary matrix element equations
for non-vanishing matrix elements up to a phase.
1 Introduction
This is the third paper in a series aimed at deriving matrix elements of elementary and
non-elementary generators of finite dimensional unitary irreducible representations for
the Lie superalgebra gl(m|n). The concept of a conjugation operation (necessary to
understand unitary representations) was developed by Scheunert, Nahm and Rittenberg
[3]. These unitary representations were then classified in the work of Gould and Zhang
[1, 2]. The above work shows that there are two types of finite dimensional irreducible
unitary representations of gl(m|n) that are defined depending on the sesquilinear form
that exists on the module. In this paper, we consider the generator matrix elements
of irreducible type 2 unitary representations which up to now have not featured in the
literature.
In the first paper of this series [4] we constructed invariants associated with gl(m|n),
and obtained analytic expressions for their eigenvalues. The second paper in this series
[5] utilized these results to obtain matrix elements for the irreducible type 1 unitary
representations. A goal of this series of papers has been to highlight the innovative
techniques involving characteristic identities [6–9]. Characteristic identities associated
to Lie superalgebras have been studied in the work of Green and Jarvis [10, 11] and
Gould [12]. We expect the utility and importance of these characteristic identities will
become increasingly evident as this series continues. For a detailed survey of the literature
on the subject, and for a broad setting of the current work, we direct the reader to the
initial article in this series [4].
The highest weight of a unitary gl(m|n) module is related to the highest weight of its
dual in a non-trivial manner relative to the gl(m) case. In general, taking the dual of a
gl(m|n) module involves a combinatorial procedure as opposed to an algebraic one and is
directly related to the atypicality of the module in question. In this paper we investigate
this duality and show how the additional branching rules required for unitary gl(m|n)
modules appear more natural when consistency under duality is considered.
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The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the context and
important notations used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we present the three main
subclasses of type 2 unitary representations that are under consideration. After giving
details of the type 2 unitary branching rules in Section 4 we then investigate the behavior
of the branching rules under duality in Section 5. Finally, we give a construction of the
explicit matrix element formulae in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries
We continue the same notation as used in the previous articles of this series [4, 5] which
we summarize here for convenience. The graded index notation requires Latin indices
1 ≤ i, j, . . . ≤ m to be assumed even, and Greek indices 1 ≤ µ, ν, . . . ≤ n taken to be odd.
The parity of the index is given by
(i) = 0, (µ) = 1.
Where convenient we may use ungraded indices 1 ≤ p, q, r, s ≤ m + n. For indices in
the range p = 1, . . . , m we have the parity (p) = 0, and for indices p = m + µ for some
µ = 1, . . . , n the parity is (p) = (µ) = 1. The gl(m|n) generators Epq satisfy the graded
commutation relations
[Epq, Ers] = δqrEps − (−1)[(p)+(q)][(r)+(s)]δpsErq.
The Cartan subalgebra is given by the set of mutually commuting generators Eaa
whose eigenvalues label the weights occurring in a given gl(m|n) module. A weight may
be expanded in terms of the fundamental weights εi (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and δµ (1 ≤ µ ≤ n) [13].
These fundamental weights provide a basis for H∗. We may therefore expand a weight
Λ ∈ H∗ as
Λ =
m∑
i=1
Λiεi +
n∑
µ=1
Λµδµ.
In this basis, the root system is given by the set of even roots
±(εi − εj), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m,
±(δµ − δν), 1 ≤ µ < ν ≤ n,
and the set of odd roots
±(εi − δµ), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ µ ≤ n. (1)
A system of simple roots is given by the distinguished set
{εi − εi+1, εm − δ1, δµ − δµ+1 | 1 ≤ i < m, 1 ≤ µ < n} . (2)
The sets of even and odd positive roots are then given, respectively, by
Φ+0 = {εi − εj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m} ∪ {δµ − δν | 1 ≤ µ < ν ≤ n},
Φ+1 = {εi − δµ | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ µ ≤ n}.
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An important quantity is the graded half-sum of positive roots defined by
ρ =
1
2
∑
α∈Φ+
0
α− 1
2
∑
β∈Φ+
1
β
=
1
2
m∑
j=1
(m− n− 2j + 1)εj + 1
2
n∑
ν=1
(m+ n− 2ν + 1)δν . (3)
Every finite dimensional irreducible gl(m|n) module is a Z2-graded vector space
V = V0 ⊕ V1,
(so that v ∈ Vj implies the grading (v) = j for j = 0, 1) which admits a highest weight
vector, whose weight Λ uniquely characterizes the representation. We denote the corre-
sponding irreducible highest weight module by V (Λ) and the associated representation
by πΛ. Relative to the Z2-grading, it is assumed, unless stated otherwise, that the high-
est weight vector vΛ has an even grading, i.e. vΛ ∈ V (Λ)0. As a simple example, the
fundamental vector representation is denoted V (ε1) using this notation.
Components of the highest weight Λ satisfy the lexicality conditions
Λi − Λj ∈ Z+ (1 ≤ i < j ≤ m), Λµ − Λν ∈ Z+ (1 ≤ µ < ν ≤ n).
We refer to such a weight as dominant.
Note: While the components of a dominant weight Λ must satisfy the above lexicality
conditions we note that (Λ, ǫm − δ1) may be any complex number. This gives rise to a
1-parameter families of finite dimensional irreducible modules.
The fundamental vector representation πε1 of gl(m|n) is m + n dimensional with a
basis {|a〉 | 1 ≤ a ≤ m+ n} on which the generators Eab have the following action:
Eab |d〉 = δbd |a〉 ,
so that
〈c|Eab |d〉 = δbd 〈c|a〉 = δbdδac
or alternatively
πε1 (Eab)cd = δbdδac.
This gives rise to a non-degenerate even invariant bilinear form on gl(m|n) defined by
(x, y) = str(πε1(xy)) =
m∑
i=1
πε1(xy)ii −
n∑
µ=1
πε1(xy)µµ.
In particular we have
(Eab, Ecd) = (−1)(d)δbcδad, (4)
which leads to a bilinear form on the fundamental weights
(εi, εj) = δij, (εi, δµ) = 0, (δµ, δν) = −δµν ,
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which in turn induces a non-degenerate bilinear form on our weights Λ given by
(Λ,Λ′) =
m∑
i=1
ΛiΛ
′
i −
n∑
µ=1
ΛµΛ
′
µ. (5)
On every irreducible, finite dimensional gl(m|n)-module V (Λ), there exists a sesquilin-
ear form 〈 | 〉θ with the distinguished property [1, 2]
〈Epqv|w〉θ = (−1)(θ−1)[(p)+(q)]〈v|Eqpw〉θ,
with θ = 1 or 2 relating to two inequivalent forms. The irreducible, finite dimensional
module V (Λ) is said to be type θ unitary if 〈 | 〉θ is positive definite on V (Λ), and
the corresponding representation is said to be type θ unitary. Equivalently, for a finite
dimensional unitary irreducible representation π, we require that the linear operators
π(Epq) satisfy
[π(Epq)]
† = (−1)(θ−1)[(p)+(q)]π(Epq), (6)
where † denotes the usual Hermitian conjugation such that(
[π(Epq)]
†
)
αβ
=
[
π(Epq)
]
βα
,
with A denoting the matrix with complex entries conjugate to those of A.
Given a representation π, its dual representation π∗ is defined by [15]
π∗(Epq) = − [π(Epq)]T ,
where T denotes the supertranspose. On a homogeneous basis {eα} of V , the supertrans-
pose is defined as (
[π(Epq)]
T
)
αβ
= (−1)[(p)+(q)](β) [π(Epq)]βα ,
where (β) denotes the grading of basis vector eβ .
It was shown in [1, 2] that both type 1 and 2 unitary irreducible representations are
completely characterized by conditions on the highest weight labels. This classification is
given by the following three theorems.
Theorem 1 The irreducible highest weight gl(m|n)-module V (Λ) is type 1 unitary if and
only if Λ is real and satisfies
(i) (Λ + ρ, εm − δn) > 0; or
(ii) there exists an odd index µ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that
(Λ + ρ, εm − δµ) = 0 = (Λ, δµ − δn). (7)
Theorem 2 [16] The dual of a type 1 unitary irreducible representation is a type 2
unitary representation and vice versa.
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Theorem 3 [1,2] The irreducible highest weight gl(m|n)-module V (Λ) is type 2 unitary
if and only if Λ is real and satisfies
(i) (Λ + ρ, ε1 − δ1) < 0; or
(ii) there exists an even index k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that
(Λ + ρ, εk − δ1) = 0 = (Λ, εk − ε1). (8)
When considering dual modules we shall make direct use of proposition 5 given in [1]
which we give here for convenience:
Proposition 1 Consider a type 1 module V (Λ). If Λ is atypical we set µ equal to the
odd index that satisfies (7). Otherwise we set µ = n + 1.
Define a sequence of odd indices µi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, by
µi = [µm + (Λ, ǫi − ǫm)] ∧ n, a ∧ b = min(a, b),
where
µm = µ− 1.
Then,
(i) the highest weight of the minimal Z-graded component of the irreducible gl(m|n) module
V (Λ) is
Λ¯ = Λ−
m∑
i=1
µi∑
ν=1
(ǫi − δν);
(ii) the lowest weight of V (Λ) is
Λ− = τ(Λ¯),
where τ is the unique Weyl group element sending the positive even roots into negative
ones;
(iii) V (Λ) admits dΛ + 1 levels with
dΛ =
m∑
i=1
µi;
(iv) The highest weight of the dual module V ∗(Λ) is
Λ∗ = −Λ−
3 Characterisation of contravariant tensor and non-
tensorial representations
We now adopt an approach similar to that presented in the article [5], by outlining a
straightforward characterisation of the type 2 unitary representations of gl(m|n). For
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this case, we introduce the system Φ
′
of extended simple roots:
ϕ1 = −ε1,
ϕi = εi−1 − εi, 1 < i ≤ m,
ϕ1¯ = εm − δ1,
ϕµ = δµ−1 − δµ, 1 < µ ≤ n.
Here we have extended the set of simple roots given in (2) by including the additional
weight ϕ1. We also remark that we use the “overbar” notation to indicate that Φ
′
makes
use of an extension different to that introduced in [5] for the type 1 unitary case. We also
use the notation 1¯ to indicate an odd index (i.e. µ = 1 in this case).
We may define a weight basis dual (in the graded sense) to Φ
′
with respect to the form
(5) as follows:
ωi = (0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
,−1,−1, . . . ,−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−i+1
| 1, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
ωµ = (0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
| 0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
µ−1
,−1,−1, . . . ,−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−µ+1
), 1 ≤ µ ≤ n.
These are analogous to the fundamental dominant weights for Lie algebras. Explicitly we
have
(ωi, ϕj) = δij , (ωµ, ϕν) = −δµν , (ωi, ϕν) = 0 = (ων , ϕi).
Based on the classification theorems of unitary representations of gl(m|n) given in [1,2],
we make the observation that for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the ωi correspond to type 1 unitary dominant
weights, and for 1 ≤ µ ≤ n, the ωµ correspond to type 2 unitary dominant weights.1
Using similar arguments given in [5] for the type 1 unitary case, we may state a
Theorem which is the analogue of Theorem 2 from [5] for the type 2 unitary case.
Theorem 4 Let V (Λ) and V (Λ′) be irreducible type 2 unitary modules. Then V (Λ + Λ′)
is also irreducible type 2 unitary and occurs in V (Λ)⊗ V (Λ′).
It is clear that we may use the fundamental dominant weight analogues given above
to expand any highest weight Λ as
Λ =
m∑
i=1
(Λ, ϕi)ωi −
n∑
µ=1
(Λ, ϕµ)ωµ. (9)
Using this expansion, however, it is not apparent after applying the result of Theorem 4
whether or not the module V (Λ) is type 2 unitary. We instead describe the weights in
1Actually, ω1 gives a one-dimensional highest weight corresponding to both a type 1 and 2 unitary
representation. In fact, any real multiple of this weight will give rise to a type 1 and 2 highest weight
representation. See Lemma 2 of [5] and the comment immediately following its proof.
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terms of a slightly modified set, which we refer to as the type 2 unitary graded fundamental
weights, defined as
δ = ω1,
Ωi = ωi + (m− i+ 1)ω1¯, 1 < i ≤ m,
ε = ω1¯,
Ωµ = ωµ, 1 < µ ≤ n.
Using these weights, we may rewrite the expansion (9) as
Λ =
m∑
i=2
(Λ, ϕi)Ωi−
n∑
µ=2
(Λ, ϕµ)Ωµ−
(
(Λ, ϕ1¯) +
m∑
i=2
(m− i+ 1)(Λ, ϕi)
)
ε+(Λ, ϕ1)δ. (10)
Note that the coefficients (Λ, ϕi) and −(Λ, ϕµ) are always positive integers, and so by the
result of Theorem 4 these terms shall always contribute to irreducible type 2 representa-
tions that are contravariant tensorial.
The coefficient of ε in (10) may in some cases be negative. We may combine part of this
coefficient with the first two terms to contribute to an overall unitary type 2 contravariant
tensorial representation. What is left over is characterised by the result of the following
Lemma.
Lemma 2 The irreducible gl(m|n) module V (γε) is type 2 unitary if and only if γ =
0, 1, 2, . . . , m− 1 or m− 1 < γ ∈ R.
Proof: The proof follows immediately from the classification of Theorem 3. When
γ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m − 1, V (γε) will be atypical, otherwise for m − 1 < γ ∈ R, V (γε) is
typical. 
Note that when γ takes on integer values, even with m − 1 < γ ∈ Z, V (γε) will
determine a contravariant tensor representation. For noninteger values of γ, the ensuing
representation will be nontensorial.
As we have already remarked, for any ω ∈ R, the module V (ωδ) is type 2 unitary
(also type 1 unitary) and one-dimensional. This is the only subclass of unitary module
that can be taken as either type 1 or type 2 unitary.
In summary, we have the following result.
Theorem 5 The highest weight Λ of an irreducible type 2 unitary gl(m|n) representation
is expressible as
Λ = Λ0 + γε+ ωδ,
where Λ0 is the highest weight of an irreducible contravariant tensorial (type 2 unitary)
representation, γ ∈ R satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2, and ω ∈ R.
The key point is that since V (Λ0), V (γε) and V (ωδ) are all type 2 unitary represen-
tations, by Theorem 4, any type 2 unitary module will occur in the tensor product of
these three. In this sense, we have identified that the contravariant tensor modules, the
modules V (γε) and the one-dimensional modules V (ωδ) are the building blocks for type
2 unitary modules.
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4 Branching rules
In this section we will now obtain the gl(m|n + 1) ↓ gl(m|n) branching rules for type 2
unitary modules. Let λr,p be the weight label located at the rth position in the pth row
of the GT pattern for gl(m|n+ 1) that is written as∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
λ1,m+n+1 λ2,m+n+1 · · · λm,m+n+1 | λ1¯,m+n+1 λ2¯,m+n+1 · · · λn¯,m+n+1 λn+1,m+n+1
λ1,m+n λ2,m+n · · · λm,m+n | λ1¯,m+n λ2¯,m+n · · · λn¯,m+n
...
... . .
.
λ1,m+1 λ2,m+1 · · · λm,m+1 | λ1¯,m+1
· · ·
λ1,m λ2,m · · · λm,m
... . .
.
λ1,2 λ2,2
λ1,1


(11)
and where each row is a highest weight corresponding to an irreducible representation
permitted by the branching rule for the subalgebra chain
gl(m|n+ 1) ⊃ gl(m|n) ⊃ · · · ⊃ gl(m|1) ⊃ gl(m) ⊃ gl(m− 1) ⊃ · · · ⊃ gl(1). (12)
Using the notation above we first recall the branching conditions given in [4], which
provide necessary conditions on the gl(m|p) highest weights occurring in the branching
rule of an irreducible gl(m|p+ 1) highest weight representation.
Theorem 6 [4] For r ≥ m + 1, the following conditions on the dominant weight labels
must hold in the pattern (11):
λµ,r+1 ≥ λµ,r ≥ λµ+1,r+1, 1 ≤ µ ≤ n,
λi,r+1 ≥ λi,r ≥ λi,r+1 − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
The results of [17, 18] provide stronger conditions for the case gl(m|1) ⊃ gl(m):
Theorem 7 [17,18] For a unitary type 2 irreducible module V (Λ) of gl(m|1), using the
notation of (11), we have the following conditions on the dominant weight labels:
λi,m+1 ≥ λi,m ≥ λi,m+1 − 1, if (Λ + ρ, εi − δ1) < 0 (i.e. only if Λ typical),
λi,m = λi,m+1, if (Λ + ρ, εi − δ1) = 0 (i.e. only if Λ atypical)
while for unitary type 1 irreducible representations
λi,m+1 ≥ λi,m ≥ λi,m+1 − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1,
λm,m+1 ≥ λm,m ≥ λm,m+1 − 1, if (Λ + ρ, εm − δ1) < 0 (i.e. only if Λ typical),
λm,m = λm,m+1, if (Λ + ρ, εm − δ1) = 0 (i.e. only if Λ atypical).
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For the general gl(m|n+ 1) branching rule, we have the following result.
Theorem 8 For a unitary type 2 irreducible gl(m|n+1) representation, the basis vectors
can be expressed in the form (11), with the following conditions on the dominant weight
labels:
(1) For r ≥ m+ 1,
λµ,r+1 ≥ λµ,r ≥ λµ+1,r+1, 1 ≤ µ ≤ n,
λi,r+1 ≥ λi,r ≥ λi,r+1 − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
(i.e result of Theorem 6);
(2) λi,m+1 ≥ λi,m ≥ λi,m+1 − 1, if (Λ + ρ, εi − δ1) < 0 (⇔ only if Λ typical),
λi,m = λi,m+1, if (Λ + ρ, εi − δ1) = 0 (⇔ only if Λ atypical),
(i.e. result of Theorem 7);
(3) For 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
λi+1,j+1 ≥ λi,j ≥ λi,j+1
(i.e. the usual gl(j) branching rules);
(4) For each r such that m + 1 ≤ r ≤ m + n + 1, the rth row in (11) must correspond
to a type 2 unitary highest gl(m|r) weight, and for each j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the
jth row in (11) must correspond to a highest gl(j) weight.
Remark: We may always tensor with the trivial representation ω(−1˙|1˙) for ω ∈ R to
obtain λ1 = 0 (here we have suppressed the subalgebra label since it is arbitrary). Noting
that for atypical type 2 unitary representations there exists an even index i for which
(Λ, ǫ1 − ǫi) = 0 we then have λ1 = λi = 0 and also λj ≤ 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m by lexicality.
Furthermore, from the (a)typicality condition on the gl(m|1) ⊃ gl(m) branching rule
(Λ + ρ, εi − δ1) ≤ 0 we have λi + λ1¯ + m − i ≤ 0. Again, we may set λ1 = λi = 0 by
tensoring with the trivial representation so that we obtain the constraint λ1¯ ≤ i − m
which immediately gives λ1¯ ≤ 0. Therefore it follows that λµ ≤ 0 for all odd indices µ
in contrast to the covariant tensor representations for which λi ≥ 0 for all even indices
i. Here it is clear that the contravariant tensor representations which are constructed via
tensor products of contravariant vector modules are characterized by the appearance of
non-positive highest weight labels.
5 Duality and gl(m|1) ⊃ gl(m) branching rules
In this section we examine the consistency of the branching rules under duality. Note
that the lowering conditions on the even weights and the betweeness conditions of the
odd weights are related under duality in the same sense that a skew Young diagram σ/ν
that is a horizontal strip becomes a vertical strip under conjugation (see Appendix B).
We will now show that the additional condition on the gl(m|1) ⊃ gl(m) branching rule
in Theorem 7 is actually essential to provide consistency of these lowering/betweeness
conditions.
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Consider an atypical type 1 unitary highest weight Λ. We may set λn = 0 by tensoring
with the trivial 1-dimensional representation. This highest weight then takes the form
Λ = (λ1, ..., λr, λr+1, ..., λm|ω1, ω2, ..., ωµ−1, 0, 0, ..., 0).
where r is the largest (possibly zero) even index such that λi ≥ n for i ≤ r.
Note that µ immediately satisfies the second part of the atypicality condition (7)
namely (Λ, δµ − δn) = 0. The first part of the atypicality condition gives
(Λ + ρ, εm − δµ) = λm + 1− µ
= 0 (13)
giving the modified form of highest weight
Λ = (λ1, ..., λr, λr+1, ..., µ− 1|ω1, ω2, ..., ωµ−1, 0, 0, ..., 0).
For a typical type 1 unitary highest weight Λ we necessarily have λm ≥ n. For typical
modules we therefore set r = m and µ = n+ 1.
We now follow the method given in [1] to obtain the highest weight of the minimal
Z-graded component which is denoted by Λ¯. From Proposition 1 we have
Λ¯ = Λ−
m∑
i=1
µi∑
ν=1
(ǫi − δµ) (14)
where
µi = [µ− 1 + (Λ, ǫi − ǫm)] ∧ n
= [λm + (Λ, ǫi − ǫm)] ∧ n
= (Λ, ǫi) ∧ n
= λi ∧ n
so that
Λ¯ = Λ−
m∑
i=1
λi∧n∑
ν=1
(ǫi − δν)
= Λ− (n˙r, 0˙| − r˙)−
m∑
i=r+1
λi∑
ν=1
(ǫi − δν).
The weight labels of the minimal Z-graded component Λ¯ are then
λ¯i = λi − n, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
λ¯i = 0, r + 1 ≤ i ≤ m
λ¯ν = λν +#{i|1 ≤ λi ≤ ν}. (15)
It is then a simple procedure to obtain the highest weight of the dual module from the
relation
Λ∗ = −τ(Λ¯)
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where τ is the unique Weyl group element sending the positive even roots into negative
ones or, equivalently, τ has the effect of reversing the ordering of the weight labels
(τ(Λ), ǫi) = (Λ, ǫm+1−i)
(τ(Λ), δν) = (Λ, δn+1−ν).
We will now consider the gl(m|1) case. The atypical type 1 unitary highest weight is
now
Λ = (λ1, ..., λr, 0, ..., 0|0)
with λi ≥ 1 for i ≤ r and the atypicality condition (13) being trivially satisfied. The
weight labels of the minimal Z-graded component Λ¯ are then
λ¯i = λi − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
λ¯i = 0, r + 1 ≤ i ≤ m
λ¯ν = λν + r (16)
which implies the weight labels of the dual module of highest weight Λ∗ are
Λ∗ = (0, ..., 0, 1− λr, ..., 1− λ1| − r).
The gl(m|1) ⊃ gl(m) branching rule in Theorem 7 states that λm,m = λm,m+1. Without
this restriction, a gl(m) weight such as
Λ′ = (λ1, ..., λr, 0, .., 0,−1)
would be a valid V (Λ) ⊃ V (Λ′) submodule inclusion. The dual highest weight of V (Λ′)
is given by
Λ′∗ = −τ(Λ′)
so that
Λ′∗ = (1, 0, ..., 0,−λr, ...,−λ1).
We would then find that V (Λ∗) ⊃ V (Λ′∗) breaks the lowering condition on the first even
weight label. Indeed we see that the type 1 gl(m|1) ⊃ gl(m) branching rule fixes the last
m − r even weight labels of Λ so that the lowering conditions on the first r even weight
labels of the dual module are satisfied. Similarly, we may consider a type 2 unitary highest
weight Λ∗ and set k to be the maximal even index such that (Λ∗, ǫk) = 0. Then the type
2 unitary gl(m|1) ⊃ gl(m) branching rule fixes the first k weight labels of Λ∗ so that
the lowering conditions on the last m− k even weight labels of the dual (type 1 unitary)
module are satisfied.
6 Matrix element formulae
We now recall some of the definitions and results from our article [4] which will be used to
derive the matrix element formulae of the current article. Firstly, we note that gl(m|n+1)
admits the subalgebra chain
gl(m|n+ 1) ⊃ gl(m|n) ⊃ · · · ⊃ gl(m|1) ⊃ gl(m) ⊃ gl(m− 1) ⊃ · · · ⊃ gl(1).
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Let p denote the position on the subalgebra chain so that m + n ≥ p > m indicates the
gl(m|p−m) subalgebra while m ≥ p ≥ 1 indicates the gl(p) subalgebra. Then Ap (A¯p) is
understood to be the vector (adjoint) matrix associated with gl(m|p−m) for p > m and
with gl(p) for p ≤ m. The entries of Ap are given by
Aqr = (−1)(q)Eqr, 1 ≤ q, r ≤ p (17)
and the entries of A¯p are given by
A¯ rq = −(−1)(q)(r)Erq, 1 ≤ q, r ≤ p. (18)
The associated characteristic identities are
p∏
k=1
(Ap − αk,p) = 0
and
p∏
k=1
(A¯p − α¯k,p) = 0
with the characteristic roots
αk,p = (−1)(k)(λk,p +m− k)− n (19)
α¯k,p = m− (−1)(k)(λk,p +m+ 1− k). (20)
From the characteristic identities we obtain the projections
P
[
p
r
]
=
p∏
k 6=r
( Ap − αk,p
αr,p − αk,p
)
and
P¯
[
p
r
]
=
p∏
k 6=r
( A¯p − α¯k,p
α¯r,p − α¯k,p
)
.
The odd gl(m|p) vector and contragredient vector operators denoted by ψ(p) and φ(p)
respectively are defined by
ψ(p)q = (−1)(q)Eq,p+1 = Aqp+1, 1 ≤ q ≤ p, (21)
φ(p)q = (−1)(q)Ep+1,q = −(−1)(q)A¯p+1q, 1 ≤ q ≤ p. (22)
The vector and contragredient vector operators may be expressed as sums of shift com-
ponents
ψ(p)q =
m∧p∑
i=1
ψ
[
p
i
]q
+
p−m∑
µ=1
ψ
[
p
µ
]q
,
φ(p)q =
m∧p∑
i=1
φ
[
p
i
]
q
+
p−m∑
µ=1
φ
[
p
µ
]
q
,
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where a ∧ b = min(a, b) and
ψ
[
p
r
]p
= ψ(p)sP¯
[
p
r
] p
s
= P
[
p
r
]p
s
ψ(p)s,
φ
[
p
r
]
p
= P¯
[
p
r
] s
p
φ(p)s = (−1)(p)+(s)φ(p)sP
[
p
r
]s
p
.
In [4] we also defined the gl(m|p) invariants cr,p, c¯r,p where
cr,p = P
[
p
r
]p
p
,
c¯r,p = P¯
[
p
r
] p
p
(23)
and δr,p, δ¯r,p which satisfy
(−1)(p)ψ
[
p
r
]p
φ
[
p
r
]
p
= δr,pP
[
p
r
]p
p
= δr,pcr,p (24)
and
φ
[
p
r
]
p
ψ
[
p
r
]p
= δ¯r,pc¯r,p. (25)
In the case of type 2 unitary representations where(
ψ
[
p
r
]p)†
= (−1)(p)φ
[
p
r
]
p
,
we note that equations (24) and (25) determine the square of the matrix elements of φm+n
and ψm+n respectively. Thus we take the formulae arising from equations (24) and (25)
to determine the matrix elements.
We now give closed form expressions for the matrix elements of the generators El,p+1
and Ep+1,l (1 ≤ l ≤ p). Once again using the Gelfand-Tsetlin (GT) basis notation with
the label λr,p located at the rth position in the pth row. The matrix of Ep+1,p+1 is diagonal
with the entries
p+1∑
r=1
λr,p+1 −
p∑
r=1
λr,p.
We consider a fixed GT pattern denoted by |λq,s〉 and proceed to obtain the matrix
elements of the elementary lowering generators Ep+1,p.
We first resolve Ep+1,p into its shift components, which gives
Ep+1,p|λq,s〉 =
p∑
r=1
(−1)(p)φ[r]p|λq,s〉
=
p∑
r=1
N¯pr (λq,p+1;λq,p;λq,p−1)|λq,s −∆r,p〉,
13
where |λq,s −∆r,p〉 indicates the GT pattern obtained from |λq,s〉 by decreasing the label
λr,p by one unit and leaving the remaining labels unchanged.
Remark: We adopt the convention throughout the article that |λq,s − ∆r,p〉 is iden-
tically zero if the branching rules are not satisfied. In other words, |λq,s −∆r,p〉 does not
form an allowable GT pattern. In such a case the matrix element is understood to be
identically zero.
Since the shift operators acting on type 2 unitary modules satisfy the Hermiticity
condition
φ[r]p = (−1)(p) [ψ[r]p]†
then we may use equation (24) to express the matrix elements N¯pr as
N¯pr (λq,p+1;λq,p;λq,p−1) = 〈λq,s|δr,pcr,p|λq,s〉1/2
where δr,p and cr,p are either invariants of the gl(m|p−m) subalgebra for m < p ≤ m+n
or invariants of the gl(p) subalgebra for 0 < p ≤ m.
The matrix element N¯pr has an undetermined sign (or phase factor). However, the
Baird and Biedenharn convention sets the phases of the matrix elements of the elementary
generators Ep+1,p to be real and positive - we will follow [20] and adopt this convention.
Matrix element phases for the non-elementary generators will be discussed later in this
section.
Expressions for the eigenvalues of the invariants cr,p and δr,p adapted from [4] are given
in terms of the characteristic roots of equations (19,20) by
ci,p =
m∏
k 6=i
(
αi,p − αk,p − 1
αi,p − αk,p−1
) n+1∏
ν=1
(αi,p − αν,p)−1
n∏
ν=1
(αi,p − αν,p−1 + 1), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
cµ,p =
m∏
k=1
(
αµ,p − αk,p − 1
αµ,p − αk,p−1
) n+1∏
ν 6=µ
(αµ,p − αν,p)−1
n∏
ν=1
(αµ,p − αν,p−1 + 1), 1 ≤ µ ≤ n+ 1.
and
δi,p =
m∏
k 6=i
(
αk,p − αi,p
αk,p+1 − αi,p + 1
) n∏
ν=1
(αν,p − αi,p − 1)−1
n+1∏
ν=1
(αν,p+1 − αi,p), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
δµ,p = −
m∏
k=1
(
αk,p − αµ,p
αk,p+1 − αµ,p + 1
) n∏
ν 6=µ
(αν,p − αµ,p − 1)−1
n+1∏
ν=1
(αν,p+1 − αµ,p), 1 ≤ µ ≤ n.
For p ≥ m+1 we then obtain the type 2 unitary elementary lowering operator matrix
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elements
N¯pi =
[
m∏
k 6=i=1
(
(αk,p − αi,p)(αk,p − αi,p + 1)
(αk,p+1 − αi,p + 1)(αk,p−1 − αi,p)
)
×
(∏p−m−1
ν=1 (αν,p−1 − αi,p − 1)
∏p−m+1
ν=1 (αν,p+1 − αi,p)∏p−m
ν 6=i=1(αν,p − αi,p)(αν,p − αi,p − 1)
)]1/2
, p ≥ m+ 1 (26)
N¯pµ =
[
m∏
k=1
(
(αk,p − αµ,p + 1)(αk,p − αµ,p)
(αk,p−1 − αµ,p)(αk,p+1 − αµ,p + 1)
)
×
(∏p−m−1
ν=1 (αν,p−1 − αµ,p − 1)
∏p−m+1
ν=1 (αν,p+1 − αµ,p)∏p−m
ν 6=µ=1(αν,p − αµ,p)(αν,p − αµ,p − 1)
)]1/2
, p ≥ m+ 1. (27)
We may now obtain matrix elements of the raising operators Ep,p+1 via the relation
〈λq,s +∆r,p|Ep,p+1|λq,s〉 = 〈λq,s|Ep+1,p|λq,s +∆r,p〉,
which holds on type 2 unitary representations. It is clear that, Ep,p+1 is simply obtained
from Ep+1,p by making the substitution λrp → λrp + 1 within the characteristic roots
occurring in the matrix element formula for Ep+1,p. From equations (19) and (20) we see
this shift of the label λrp is equivalent to the substitutions
αi,p → αi,p + 1, αµ,p, → αµ,p − 1.
After applying the above substitutions to the matrix element equations (26) and (27)
we then have the elementary raising generator matrix elements
Npi =
[
m∏
k 6=i=1
(
(αk,p − αi,p − 1)(αk,p − αi,p)
(αk,p+1 − αi,p)(αk,p−1 − αi,p − 1)
)
×
(∏p−m−1
ν=1 (αν,p−1 − αi,p − 2)
∏p−m+1
ν=1 (αν,p+1 − αi,p − 1)∏p−m
ν 6=i=1(αν,p − αi,p − 1)(αν,p − αi,p − 2)
)]1/2
, p ≥ m+ 1 (28)
Npµ =
[
m∏
k=1
(
(αk,p − αµ,p + 2)(αk,p − αµ,p + 1)
(αk,p−1 − αµ,p + 1)(αk,p+1 − αµ,p + 2)
)
×
(∏p−m−1
ν=1 (αν,p−1 − αµ,p)
∏p−m+1
ν=1 (αν,p+1 − αµ,p + 1)∏p−m
ν 6=µ=1(αν,p − αµ,p + 1)(αν,p − αµ,p)
)]1/2
, p ≥ m+ 1. (29)
Remark: We observe that the above type 2 unitary matrix element equations for
p ≥ m + 1 match the type 1 unitary matrix element equations given in [5] (page 17).
Using the same procedure as above it may be shown that the p = m type 2 unitary
matrix element equations (given below) also match the p = m type 1 unitary matrix
element equations. Finally, the p < m case is given by the gl(m) matrix element results
of [20]. It is important to note that the branching rules and therefore the vanishing
conditions of the matrix elements are different between the two representation types.
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Furthermore, for the non-elementary generators, there is a difference of phase that will
be given later in this section.
For the p = m case we have
N¯mi = (αm+1,m+1 − αi,m)1/2
(∏m−1
k (αk,m−1 − αi,m + 1)∏m
k 6=i(αk,m+1 − αi,m + 1)
)1/2
which after the substitution αi,p → αi,p + 1 gives
Nmi = (αm+1,m+1 − αi,m − 1)1/2
(∏m−1
k (αk,m−1 − αi,m)∏m
k 6=i(αk,m+1 − αi,m)
)1/2
Finally, when p < m, we make use of the results in [20], namely
N¯pi =
(
(−1)p∏p+1k=1(αk,p+1 − αi,p)∏p−1k=1(αi,p − αk,p−1 − 1)∏p
k 6=i(αi,p − αk,p)(αi,p − αk,p − 1)
)1/2
, p < m
and
Npi =
(
(−1)p∏p+1k=1(αk,p+1 − αi,p − 1)∏p−1k=1(αi,p − αk,p−1)∏p
k 6=i(αi,p − αk,p + 1)(αi,p − αk,p)
)1/2
, p < m.
We now turn to the non-elementary generators Ep+1,l and El,p+1. Resolving the Ep+1,l
(l < p) into simultaneous shift components, we have
Ep+1,l|λq,s〉 =
∑
u
N¯
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
]
|λq,s −∆up,p − . . .−∆ul,l〉,
where |λq,s−∆up,p−. . .−∆ul,l〉 indicates the GT pattern obtained from |λq,s〉 by decreasing
the p− l + 1 labels λur ,r of the subalgebra gl(m|r −m) for r = l, . . . , p, by one unit and
leaving the remaining labels unchanged, and the summation symbol is shorthand notation
for
m+n∑
um+n=1
m+n−1∑
um+n−1=1
· · ·
p∑
up=1
.
Similarly, we also have
El,p+1|λq,s〉 =
∑
u
N
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
]
|λq,s +∆up,p + . . .+∆ul,l〉.
The matrix elements of these non-elementary generators also match those of the type
1 unitary case. By following the derivation given in [5] we obtain
N¯
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
]
=
S
(
N¯
[
p ... l
up...ul
])∏p
r=l N¯
r
ur∏p
s=l+1
√
(αus,s − αus−1,s−1 + 1)(αus,s − αus−1,s−1)
, (30)
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N[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
]
=
S
(
N
[
p ... l
up...ul
])∏p
r=lN
r
ur∏p
s=l+1
√
(α¯us,s − α¯us−1,s−1 + 1)(α¯us,s − α¯us−1,s−1)
, (31)
where the signs of the type 2 unitary matrix elements are given by the expression
S
(
N¯
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
])
= S
(
N
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
])
=
p∏
s=l+1
(−1)(s+1)(−1)(us−1)(us)+(us−1)+(us)S(us − us−1) (32)
and where S(x) ∈ {−1, 1} is the sign of x, S(0) = 1 and, as usual, odd indices are con-
sidered greater than even indices. Details of the phase calculation are given in Appendix
A.
Remarks:
1. It is understood that to apply the matrix element formula derived above, where
possible terms are canceled first and reduced to the most simplified rational form
before applying the formulae and substituting weight labels.
2. All terms appearing in the square roots in the above formula are indeed positive
numbers.
3. We remind the reader that in all cases we have adopted the convention that a shifted
pattern |λq,s ±∆r,p〉 is identically zero if the branching rules are not satisfied.
We would like to emphasize the surprising nature of the correspondence between the
type 1 unitary and the type 2 unitary matrix element equations. In short, the caution
exercised to ensure that we always tensor the (type 1 unitary) vector module V (ε1) with
a type 1 unitary module V (Λ), while being technically essential to obtain complete re-
ducibility, was actually inessential in obtaining the resulting matrix element expression.
However the vanishing conditions and phases of the matrix elements are dependent on
the type of the module concerned. Therefore the general procedure to find matrices of
generators of gl(m|n + 1) (including non-elementary ones) corresponding to a type 1 or
type 2 unitary irreducible highest weight module V (Λ) is:
1. Identify the type (1 or 2) of the highest weight Λ using the classification results of
Theorems 1 and 3;
2. Determine the branching rules for the whole subalgebra chain (12), using Theorem
8 for type 2 representations or Theorem 9 within [5] for type 1 representations;
3. Express every basis vector as a GT pattern of the form (11);
4. Determine the matrix elements using the formulae presented in Section 6.
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Appendix A: Phase convention
We will now derive the phase of the matrix elements of the generators Ep+2,p and then
extend this result to matrix elements of all generators Ep+2,p−q. This calculation is anal-
ogous to the type 1 unitary case given in [5] but care must be taken when shifting two
labels of differing parity.
The simple generators Ep+1,p acting on a GT pattern |λq,s〉 (with the top row being
the highest weight of a type 2 unitary representation for gl(m|n+ 1)) will produce
Ep+1,p|Λ〉 =
p∑
a=1
N¯pa |Λ− εa,p〉
where |λq,s−εa,p〉 is the GT pattern |λq,s〉 but with the ath label of the pth row shifted by
−1. Consequently, non-zero matrix elements of the simple generators will be of the form
〈λq,s − εa,p|Ep+1,p|λq,s〉 = +N¯pa [λq,s] (33)
where we have set N¯pa to be positive by the Baird and Biedenharn convention. Non-zero
matrix elements of non-simple generators Ep+2,p are given by
N¯p+1 pb a = 〈λq,s − εa,p − εb,p+1|Ep+2,p|λq,s〉
= 〈λq,s − εa,p − εb,p+1|[Ep+2,p+1, Ep+1,p]|λq,s〉
= 〈λq,s − εa,p − εb,p+1|Ep+2,p+1|λq,s − εa,p〉〈λq,s − εa,p|Ep+1,p|λq,s〉.
− 〈λq,s − εa,p − εb,p+1|Ep+1,p|λq,s − εb,p+1〉〈λq,s − εb,p+1|Ep+2,p+1|λq,s〉.
Using (33) the above equation can be written as
N¯p+1 pb a = N¯
p+1
b [λq,s − εa,p]N¯pa [λq,s]− N¯pa [λq,s − εb,p+1]N¯p+1b [λq,s]
where all of the matrix elements on the RHS are positive due to the Baird-Beidenharn
convention.
Recall the following formulae together with the definitions of I and I˜ given in [4]:
δa,p =
∏
k∈I,k 6=a
(
αa,p − αk,p − (−1)(k)
)−1∏
r∈I˜
(αa,p − αr,p+1) , a ∈ I ′, (34)
cb,p+1 =
∏
k∈I˜,k 6=b
(αb,p+1 − αk,p+1)−1
∏
r∈I
(αb,p+1 − αr,p − (−1)(r)), b ∈ I˜ . (35)
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By examining the change (appearing as the addition or removal of terms) resulting from
the shift λq,s − εb,p+1 to equation (34) and the shift λq,s − εa,p to equation (35) we find
that for odd a and odd b :
N¯p+1 pb a [Λ] = N¯
p+1
b [λq,s − εa,p]N¯pa [λq,s]− N¯pa [λq,s − εb,p+1]N¯p+1b [λq,s]
= (δb,p+1cb,p+1)
1/2[λq,s − εa,p]N¯pa [λq,s]− (δa,pca,p)1/2[λq,s − εb,p+1]N¯p+1b [λq,s]
= (cb,p+1)
1/2[λq,s − εa,p](δ¯b,p+1)1/2[λq,s]N¯pa [λq,s]
− (δa,p)1/2[λq,s − εb,p+1](ca,p)1/2[λq,s]N¯p+1b [λq,s]
=
√
αb,p+1 − αa,p√
αb,p+1 − αa,p + 1
(cb,p+1)
1/2(δb,p+1)
1/2[λq,s]N¯
p
a [λq,s]
−
√
αa,p − αb,p+1 − 1√
αa,p − αb,p+1 (δa,p)
1/2(ca,p)
1/2[λq,s]N¯
p+1
b [λq,s]
=
(√
αa,p − αb,p+1
αa,p − αb,p+1 − 1 −
√
αa,p − αb,p+1 − 1
αa,p − αb,p+1
)
N¯pa N¯
p+1
b [λq,s]
= (αa,p − αb,p+1 − 1)−1/2(αa,p − αb,p+1)−1/2N¯pa N¯p+1b [λq,s].
Similarly, for the cases corresponding to the other three parity combinations of a and b,
we obtain the same result.
We observe that the sign of N¯p p+1a b is directly given by the sign of αa,p − αb,p+1.
However, we must also note that in the gl(m) case where p < m the sign of N¯p p+1a b is
given by the sign of αb,p+1−αa,p [20]. Furthermore, it was shown in [5] that the overall sign
of N¯
[
p ... l
up...ul
]
is given by the multiplied signs of such terms at each level of the subalgebra
chain as follows
S
(
N¯
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
])
=
p∏
s=l+1
(−1)(s+1)S(αus−1,s−1 − αus,s). (36)
where we have added the (−1)(s+1) grading factor to include the gl(m) case.
Now, for (us) = 0, (us−1) = 0,us 6= us−1 we have
S(αus−1,s−1 − αus,s) = S(λus−1,s−1 − λus,s + us − us−1)
= S(us − us−1) (37)
by lexicality.
For (us) = 1, (us−1) = 1 we have
S(αus−1,s−1 − αus,s) = S(λus,s − λus−1,s−1 + us−1 − us)
= S(us−1 − us).
For (us) = 1, (us−1) = 0
S(αus−1,s−1 − αus,s) = S(αus−1,s − αus,s − 1)
= S( (Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫus−1 − δus) − 2)
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where we have denoted Λ(p) and ρ(p) to be the highest weight and graded half-sum of the
positive roots restricted to the subalgebra level gl(m|p−m). For Λ typical type 2 unitary
we have (Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫ1 − δ1) < 0 which gives
(Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫus−1 − δus) = (Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫ1 − δ1) + (Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫus−1 − ǫ1) + (Λ(s) + ρ(s), δ1 − δus)
≤ (Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫ1 − δ1) < 0
where we have used the fact that Λ(s) + ρ(s) ∈ D+. For Λ atypical type 2 unitary there
exists an even index 1 ≤ k ≤ m such that (Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫk − δ1) = 0 and (Λ(s), ǫk − ǫ1) = 0.
Since the labels λj,s for 1 ≤ j ≤ k are all equal, only even labels λus−1,s for us−1 ≥ k may
be lowered. For this matrix element we necessarily have us−1 ≥ k giving
(Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫus−1 − δus) = (Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫk − δ1) + (Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫus−1 − ǫk) + (Λ(s) + ρ(s), δ1 − δus)
= (Λ(s) + ρ(s), ǫus−1 − ǫk) + (Λ(s) + ρ(s), δ1 − δus) ≤ 0,
which shows that for this case the matrix element is negative, i.e.
S(αus−1,s−1 − αus,s) = −1, (us) = 1, (us−1) = 0,
and similarly
S(αus−1,s−1 − αus,s) = 1, (us) = 0, (us−1) = 1.
Combining the above four cases gives
S(αus−1,s−1 − αus,s) = (−1)(us−1)(us)+(us−1)+(us)S(us − us−1)
where, as usual, odd indices are considered greater than even indices. Finally, from
equation (36) we have the result
S
(
N¯
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
])
=
p∏
s=l+1
(−1)(s+1)(−1)(us−1)(us)+(us−1)+(us)S(us − us−1) (38)
where the grading factor (for odd s) is the same sign as the type 1 unitary case when
(us−1) = (us) and the opposite sign when (us−1) 6= (us). Analogously we also have
S
(
N
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
])
=
p∏
s=l+1
(−1)(s+1)(−1)(us−1)(us)+(us−1)+(us)S(us − us−1) (39)
so that for a type θ representation (θ ∈ {1, 2})
S
(
N
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
])
= S
(
N¯
[
p . . . l
up . . . ul
])
=
p∏
s=l+1
(−1)(s+1)(−1)(us−1)(us)+(θ−1)[(us−1)+(us)]S(us − us−1).
(40)
Remark: It is interesting to note (from closer analysis of the above proof) that the
phases of the non-zero matrix elements
N¯
[
p p− 1
up up−1
]
, N
[
p p− 1
up up−1
]
, p > m
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for both type 1 unitary and type 2 unitary modules are ultimately given by the sign of
(Λ + ρ, α), α ∈ Φ0 ∪ Φ1
where
α = ǫup−1 − ǫup , (up−1) = (up) = 0
α = δup−1 − δup, (up−1) = (up) = 1
α = ǫup−1 − δup, (up−1) = 0, (up) = 1
α = δup−1 − ǫup, (up−1) = 1, (up) = 0.
From this point we may obtain the final phase expression by assuming
up−1 < up
so that α ∈ Φ+0 for (up−1) = (up) and α ∈ Φ+1 for (up−1) = 0, (up) = 1. We may later
remove the restriction up−1 < up by swapping labels to obtain the opposite sign.
When α ∈ Φ+0 the sign of (Λ + ρ, α) is positive for (up−1) = (up) = 0 and negative for
(up−1) = (up) = 1 since both Λ and ρ are lexical. Note that this holds for both type 1
unitary and type 2 unitary Λ.
We now consider the case α ∈ Φ+1 . The expression (Λ + ρ, α) is given by
(Λ + ρ, ǫup−1 − δup).
From the previous calculations in this appendix we see that for type 1 unitary Λ this
expression is positive while for type 2 unitary Λ this expression is negative. Note that
this strong result is only possible due to the restrictions on the values of up−1 and up for
non-vanishing matrix elements. Therefore, for type 1 unitary Λ we can give the sign of
(Λ + ρ, α) as
(−1)(up−1)(up)S(up − up−1)
and for type 2 unitary Λ the sign is
(−1)(up−1)(up)+(up−1)+(up)S(up − up−1)
Appendix B: Duality of betweeness conditions
In this appendix we investigate the gl(m|n) dual branching rules for n > 1 via Young
diagram methods.
In section 5 the form of a type 1 unitary highest weight was given as
Λ = (λ1, ..., λr, λr+1, ..., µ− 1|ω1, ω2, ..., ωµ−1, 0, 0, ..., 0).
where r is the largest (possibly zero) even index such that λi ≥ n for i ≤ r and where µ
satisfies the second part of the atypicality condition (7). We also noted that for typical
type 1 unitary modules we necessarily have λm ≥ n and therefore set r = m and µ = n+1
in that case.
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The weight labels of the minimal Z-graded component Λ¯ were then found to be
λ¯i = λi − n, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
λ¯i = 0, r + 1 ≤ i ≤ m
λ¯ν = λν +#{i|1 ≤ λi ≤ ν} (41)
where # denotes the cardinality of the given set. The highest weight of the dual module
is then
Λ∗ = −τ(Λ¯) (42)
where τ is the unique Weyl group element sending the positive even roots into negative
ones.
The method of obtaining Λ¯ given by equation (14) can be expressed using Young
diagrammatic methods by considering equation (41).
Let σ0 be the partition (or equivalently the corresponding Young diagram) given by
the even weights of Λ
σ0 = (λ1, ..., λm)
and similarly let σ1 be the partition (Young diagram) given by then odd weights of Λ
σ1 = (λm+1, ..., λm+n).
so that we have the bipartition denoted by
σ = (σ0, σ1).
We now restrict to the case r = 0 and λν = 0, ∀ν in equation (41). We then see that
the sequence of odd weight labels λ¯ν is precisely the conjugate partition of the sequence
of even weight labels λi. For this restricted case, we can therefore express equation (41)
in terms of Young diagrams as
σ¯ = (∅, σ′0) (43)
where ∅ represents the empty partition and the superscripted prime denotes the conjugate
partition.
Equation (42) expressed in terms of a Young diagram σ¯ is a just a reversal of the
original diagram’s row ordering followed by a reflection across the vertical axis to represent
negative values. The resulting diagram σ∗ is therefore, for our purposes, equivalent to the
original diagram of the highest Z-graded component σ¯.
We will now give the gl(m|n) branching rule for n > 1 in terms of Young diagrams.
For two partitions σ and υ with σi ≥ υi we denote the skew Young diagram as σ/υ as the
one obtained by removing the diagram of υ from the diagram of σ. A skew diagram is
called a horizontal strip (vertical strip) if each column (row) of the skew diagram contains
exactly one box. We may reexpress the gl(m|n), n > 1 branching rule (Theorem 6) as
follows
Theorem 9 Let σ = (σ0, σ1) and υ = (υ0, υ1) be given by the bipartitions corresponding
to rows m+ k+1 and m+ k of a GT pattern. Then the bipartitions σ and υ must satisfy
the conditions
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(1) σ0/υ0 is a horizontal strip
(2) σ1/υ1 is a vertical strip.
The above expression for the branching rule is related to the branching rule derived in [21].
However, our branching rule here has been derived algebraically and applies to both
covariant and contravariant tensor representations while the result given in [21] has been
arrived at via diagrammatic methods that apply only to covariant tensor representations
(albeit for a general Borel subalgebra while we use the standard Borel).
Obviously, if a skew Young diagram is a horizontal (vertical) strip then the conjugate
skew Young diagram is a vertical (horizontal) strip. Hence, from equation (43) the dual
branching rule (for the restricted case under consideration) is given by
Theorem 10 Fix the top row of a GT pattern to be a gl(m,n + 1) highest weight of an
atypical type 1 unitary module with even labels λi ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and all odd labels
zero. Let σ = (σ0, σ1) and υ = (υ0, υ1) be given by the bipartitions corresponding to rows
m+ k + 1 and m+ k with 1 ≥ k ≥ n of the GT pattern. Then the bipartitions σ∗ and υ∗
of the corresponding rows of the dual GT pattern must satisfy
σ∗1/υ
∗
1 = σ
′
0/υ
′
0 is a vertical strip
By comparing the above theorem with Theorem 9 we see that the lowering conditions
on the even weight labels are dual to the gl(n) betweeness conditions on the odd weight
labels.
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